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Abstract: Hungary has a central position considering both geographical position and 
waterway networks, so changes in the inland waterway transport tendencies 
can be obviously experienced. In Middle-Europe the traffic outputs don’t 
reflect the theories of conception on sustainable transport. The dividend of 
inland navigation from total modal split is insufficient. What are the 
reasons of the state of being slighted? How can be enforced the well-known 
ecological and economical advantages of shipping? It is important to gauge 
the specialities of river transport planning. Due to transformation of 
shipping market and disproportional module differences, forecasts are 
strongly focused on.  Beside network development, infrastructural 
modernising and a suitable charging policy it is important to improve 
reliability if you wish to take the advantages of waterway transportation.  
As a basis for this you need an appropriate transportation planning system. 
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1. Advantages vs. performance 
In spite of the well known fact that shipping has many advantages as it is economical, 
environmental friendly and safe, its modal split rate is quite low. The Netherlands are 
kind of exception with their 40%. Even on the waterway system of the river Rhine a rate 
of 20% is achieved only in few countries [5]. To reach this rate on the Danube seems a 
utopist idea. This may be an astonishing fact knowing that shipping is a proper way of 
transporting big masses to far distances. When defining transportation performance you 
need to form a product of much bigger elements. The basic formula [6] for a vehicle 
fleet in a selected period of time is the following:    
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where:  P: total transportation performance 
Mi,k: mass transported by vehicle number i on its transportation route number k 
Di,k: the distance covered by vehicle i on the transportation route number k 

 x: number of transportation vehicles used 
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 z: number of routes in a selected period of time 

As M and D are high numbers, a low level of total P, compared to other fields, is 
caused by the low level of x and even more that of z. Consequently, there are few ships 
and they have hardly any transport which results in a very low transportation frequency. 
As a result, P is low, too. 

Shipping is claimed to be slow, so it is often ignored. Insufficient technical speed is a 
solid feature that cannot be improved. However, due to its trading (forwarding) speed 
shipping is competitive when it comes to transporting big masses to far distances. For 
example, 10,000 tons of load is transported from Austria to the Black Sea within shorter 
period of time on a pushed ship of craft than doing so by using the vehicle fleet of a 
road transportation company.  

The other major problems are spatial availability, the limited network system and the 
really low number of proper ports. As a result, shipping is involved in combined 
transportation chains. With combined technology on- and off-transportation are easy to 
plan and organise.  Nevertheless, it is still shipping that takes the most time and distance 
in the transportation process. Due to external natural effects shipping is the least reliable 
way of transportation considering punctuality. That is why the shipping route section 
requires the most appropriate calculation, timing, planning and organizing to carry out 
bimodal transportation tasks properly. You can improve reliability by competent 
planning which may result in a more widespread use of waterway transportation.   

The aim of the present study is also to contribute to improving waterway 
transportation by optimizing transportation task planning.   

2. The transportation planning process 
Waterway transport scheduling involves operational, nautical and economic issues 
which are mostly strongly related. Concerning the hierarchy structure of methods there 
are vertical - layered -, and horizontal - independent - planning methods.   

The planning process consists of structural and action phases. Concerning structure, 
we are in process of preparation-elaboration-completion. Action consists of the 
following steps:  

• defining tasks 
• defining system elements 
• revealing influencing factors  
• matching 
• modifying 
• developing versions 
• checking 
• completion. 
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Figure 1. Structural model of transportation planning 

2.1. Phase 1: Preparation 

The role of preparation of planning is to reveal the bases of a transportation task and 
detail basic data. 

Based on orders the task can be defined. Firstly, you define the character of 
transportation (if you transport people or goods). If you transport goods you have to 
define the character of joining the transportation chain (if you transport only by ship or 
it is a combined bimodal or trimodal process). All these characters affect the 
application.  

Elements of transportation task: 

• goods 
• vehicle 
• relation 
• period 

The load, the on- and off-loading station and transportation deadline are set according 
to the needs of the contractor [1].  

The transportation vehicle is usually provided from the ship fleet of the transporter. In 
case of leasing vehicles from an extern company the vehicle fleet is obviously extended.  
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The transportation route on river waterways (from the starting point to the 
destination) is mostly given, there are alternative option routes only in the region of the 
river Rhine.  

You can define the influencing factors of the single system elements.  

Influencing factors of transporting goods:  

• type (piece or bulk goods) 
• physical condition (liquid or dry goods) 
• specific density and loading co-efficience   
• size and geometry of a loading unit 
• way of storing and packaging 
• amount 

Required features of ships: 

• type (according to loading and shipping technology) 
• capacity (data on volume and mass) 
• data on extern size 
• store geometry 

Input data on relation: 

• spatial features (ends, distance, inner section size) 
• features of hidrology and 
• hydraulics 

The transportation period can change the meteorological and hydrological conditions 
on the route.  

Figure 2. Reliability of waterway transportation against distance 
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The increasing transportation distance, the variable shipping route, the fluctuating 
streaming speed and the ever increasing number of various shipping actions have a 
degressive effect on the reliability of waterway transportation (see Figure 2).   

Various spells and seasons may disturb planning and calculation (see Figure 3): spells 
with water level changes, ice and floods. 

 
     Figure 3. Reliability of river transport by seasons 

2.2. Phase 2: Elaboration 

During elaboration we follow some earlier defined aspects to fulfil the set aims. 
Planning has operational and nautical aspects.  

Operational aspects: 

• harmonizing load and vehicle (according to type, amount and other features) 
• considering range of engine ship (fuel and food supply, technical service) 
• adjustment to operating time of ports and sluices 

Nautical aspects: 

• calculating hydrological conditions  
• application of vehicles adapted to shipping route features  
• considering transport restrictions. 

Major purposes of planning: 

• best utilization of ships (concerning mass and/or volume)   
• with the right trimm position and  
• suitable stability, 
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• keeping load safe (by proper loading and storing)  
• minimizing transportation time [3]. 

The input elements are adjusted by matching the above listed aspects and purposes. 
Since both the elements and factors are complex, it is almost impossible to carry out a 
perfect adjustment. You can solve this problem by making a list of preferences with 
varied options.    

Basic prearrangements in the first phase are: 

• Selecting appropriate vehicle, that is, matching the loading and the 
transportation vehicle  (character of goods – suitable ship, quantity of goods – 
transport capacity, matching in ‘space and time’)  

• Maximizing ship load utilization (concerning plimsoll limit of load volume - 
and store size and amount of goods) 

• Calculation of machinery power required  
• (enough power considering the amount of load and ship type, based on the 

nautical and hydraulic conditions of the transportation way)  
• Amendments to waterway parameters (calculations on gauge based on 

hydrological and geometrical  features)   
• For regular, long term transportation: setting annual utilization time, setting 

time basis  
• For new enterprises: calculation of returns, calculation of economical 

utilization 

It is important to note that it is not necessary to check stability when fixing suitable 
trimm position, while considering dynamic effects is needed with maritime navigation.   

The task is even more difficult if you have to plan and organise transportation with a 
formation of several ships. Beside criteria applying to single ships you have to take a set 
of criteria into consideration when forming ship caravans:  

• an optimum size according to the waterway capacity  
• sufficient engine ship performance to enable special movements, manoeuvres  
• obeying official restrictions applying to any waterway section 
• creating up- and downhill forms according to actual direction  
• positioning in the caravan according to load line  
• connecting ships considering destination port  
• separation of dangerous goods. 

It is not possible to meet each criterion at the same time, thus, it is advised to make a 
list of priorities. Although you usually have to meet only one or two of the criteria, 
planning still gets divergent [4].   

Calculation has special position in range of shipment tasks.  The single phases of its 
analysis are logically related. The system model of the planning process is based on 
these phases (see Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Process model of transportation planning 

2.3. Phase 3: Completion 

The single versions must be checked concerning all the transportation relation. In case 
of any differences new amendments actions and checks are necessary until differences 
disappear. It is especially difficult to forecast changes that occur during the 
transportation process. Being a major issue, the time factor needs high consideration. By 
doing so, and after a repeated check and realization of the required amendments, it is 
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possible to make the final version of the plan, and also issue the executive order to start 
transportation.  

3. The roll of time in planning 
Transportation on river waterways can be regarded as a reliable service if you are well 
prepared for occasional and unexpected conditioins on the way. While planning the 
transportation process, you can select stable elements, like type of ship, loading 
machine. However, different positions of the transportation vehicles and various 
features of the waterway require considering time factor for the single phases. There 
may occur static and  dynamic effects. You need to take the positioning list into 
consideration only to calculate starting time of the ship, though, the waterway features 
continuously fluctuate during a long transportation process. The time factor has direct 
and indirect affects on elaboration of the transportation process (see Figure 5).  

 
Figure 5. System of time affected factors 

Technological development allows more and more reliable solutions for calculating 
changing circumstances.  Earlier you could base your calculation on own experience, 
then it was possible to get reports on daily water level and shipping positions. Today it 
is possible to be informed about any required data any time.    

3.1. Static calculation 

With classical calculation you determine the inner section size and streaming 
characteristics based on available water level data. Loading, load level and and hight of 
ships is adjusted to the most crucial points of the whole transportation way. Starting 
parameters are usually calculated with statistical methods using water level 
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measurement functions.  It is not possible to establish any deterministic relation 
between the single way, and also, the available relations are only effective under stable 
hydrometeorological circumstances. In case of up-swollen waterway sections natural 
waterstream relations are irrelevant. The waterway characteristics are determined by the 
operation schedule of power stations and flood prevention management. Classical 
calculation for these areas is only possible by approximation. As a result, ships are 
forced to stop and wait during transportation. Major reasons:    

• oneway traffic in narrow waterways 
• limited depth in swallows  
• partial passing of big ship formations at locks  
• compulsary use of a towboat at sections with heavy streams. 

All these constraint actions and waiting time can even exceed expected transportation 
time by 20-70%.  This time is extremely long due to miscalculated swallow depth 
values. In critical cases ships can travel on by reducing weight of load. 

3.2. Dynamic calculation – 4D-planning 

The most crucial points of planning transportation are the changing parameters 
concerning time and space. The most effective way the situation can be improved on 
frequently changing waterway sections (like that on the river Danube in Hungary) is 
waterway development and maintenance. Without these planning needs bigger 
consideration. 

You can solve the problem of time changes in several steps.   

1. Firstly, you need to specify data on starting time. You have to switch from static to 
dynamic state evaluation. The expected waterway parameters can be adjusted according 
to the time the parameter is expected to be relevant. To do so, you need to calculate with 
transportation time and passing of water output.    

The size of inner sections can be harmonized with load and size of the ship.  Selecting 
the most appropriate ship is of great importance, as we cannot expect any changes of the 
size of the selected ship during the transportation process.  Potential actions in case of 
negative forecast: 

• change starting time (if transportation deadline allows it)  
• use smaller vehicle units (if available)  

2. Secondly, accurate timing requires considering time factor. 4 dimension shipping 
enables you to trace occasional changes of restrictive cross-sections during the whole 
transportation process. If changes are negative, the most evident solution is to postpone 
passing on. If you are aware of changes well in time, prevention is possible. Potential 
adaptation options for ships of given size on the waterway:  

• timing of passing on at critical sections considering flexibility of travel speed, 
v1 →  v2   (with a towboat if economical) (Figure 6/1) 

• decreasing former usual waiting time t →  t’ ,  if possible (Figure 6/2) 
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• preference of arranged facilities [2] , e.g. passing at locks wi →  w’i   (Figure 
6/3). 

Electronic information technology support allows continuous information flow on 
ships, as well. Before, shipping was conducted based on indirect central orders and 
today you get up-to-date direct information during shipping. It is easier to take 
responsible operative measures having reliable and fast resources of information. 

 
          Figure 5/1-3. Adjustment / timing on the way 

3.3. Measurable effects 

Planning transportation tasks on river waterways traditionally is carried out by 
calculating parameters. Data are regarded as something static when you forecast 
waterway conditions based on the actual data at the time of planning.   

Planning with a dynamic approach takes shipping time into account at time of the 
planning phase to have up-to-date data on size of inner sections. Further improvement is 
expected with applying potentials of 4D-shipping, which allows adjustment according 
to information gained during shipping.    
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For differences between the process and the expected results of traditional and 
dynamic planning see and compare Figure 6/1 and Figure 6/2.   

 
      Figure 6/1. Result of static planning       Figure 6/2. Result of dinamic planning 

where:  PD: port of departure 
  PA: port of arrival 
  T0: time of beginning to plan  
   tp: planning time 
  TD: time of departure 
  TAp: time of planned arrival 
  TAe: time of earlier arrival 
  TAl: time of later arrival 
   te and tl : time differences at earlier (-) and later (+) arrival 
   v0: average shipping speed at planning 

The types of factors affecting differences between optimum and real shipping time are 
as follows: 
1/A: existing at the planning phase  
1/B: calculable at the planning phase 
2/A: occuring during shipping and can be completely avoided  
2/B: occuring during shipping that can be decreased and partly avoided  
2/C: occuring during shipping but cannot even be resolved  
by using prognoses. 

Classical static planning is based on types 1/A and 1/B. Without any available 
updated information a partial solution of problems type 2/A is only possible during 
transportation.    

4D-shipping may be affected only by factors 2/C, by using real time data, and there is 
a high probability of preventing any other kind of problems. 
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The difference between optimum and real shipping time reflects much bigger 
deviation with classical planning. 

4. Conclusions 
Neglection of inland waterway shipping is caused by spatial and time variabiltiy and 
unreliability of the waterway section.   Complex analyses serve as a solid basis for 
carrying out shipment tasks. There may be differences in the single tasks at some points; 
nevertheless, the whole process is unique. 

The present study is about to demonstrate a solid basis by setting a model. 
Transportation planning has great responsibility in economical supply and keeping 
deadlines. Considering time factor during the elaboration of the transportation task can 
really improve the expected result of better utilization of ships, shorter shipping time 
and more accurate arrival time. 4D based shipping contributes to a further increased 
quality.  

Consequently, up-to-date, modern planning methods have an improving affect on 
efficiency of transportation. A better utilization of ships and reliability makes shipping 
both for tranporters and contractors a more attractive and respectful option of 
transportation. 
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